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Teaching the Letters of Med 
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English translation: 

 

Aatef: Also, ah …  we come after that, after we make him memorize the letters very, 
very well, I start take him by hand and tell him, start writing “a” … write for me “a” 
within a word, how? … “a” at the end of a word, how? Fine, pronounce this word with 
accents. He will start, his tongue will get used to pronunciation with accents. Write this 
word, write what you pronounced. Sometimes there are some letters, ah … the child 
pronounces and tries to put [in] an extra letter. We can solve this problem when it appears 
in front of us. Also the, the, the second problem is that he must know the essential letters 
of med of a word. The letters of med1, and the letter that’s prolonged with them; I mean 
there is a difference between the letter of med and there is a difference with the prolonged 
letter itself. 
 

                                                 
1 Med letters are the ones with long vocals, i.e. when a letter is prolonged when pronounced 
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I mean, there are three letters of med: with a and waw [O] and ya [Y]. Ah … the 
prolonged letter is the letter before the med. I mean, for instance, if I say the word, for 
example, saahib [friend-owner]. The letter … the med here is a. But the letter which got 
the med is … I used to bring for them a rubber band. For example, the word saahib and 
this rubber bond, I stretch it; I say saaa. The “s” is the letter that gets prolonged with it 
and gets longer with it and when I prolong it, I open my moth widely. And I also let him 
know that when I open my mouth, when I first say saaa, he knows that this is an a med.  
 
As for the med with waw, for instance, such as in the word, for instance, mahmool 
[carried], then I … there is a difference; it’s a med with waw. The, the letter of med here 
is meem [M]; as for the type of med, it’s a waw med. And I start teaching him how it [the 
waw letter] takes the shape of a circle; how mool, mahmool.  
 
After that I start the third med which is with yaa  … how I stress strongly the sound and, 
for instance, the word sa’eed [happy]. This is the med with yaa. And I start giving him 
words, and he starts finding the type of med and the accent used for prolongation. I mean, 
for instance, I give him 20 words, and he starts, starts to decide how to choose from those 
20 words … and med with “a” is where? … and med with waw is where? … and med 
with yaa is where? 
 
After that we have, we start, we have [to] start reading everything he faces. We make 
guiding banners, small pictures under which a word or two, a sentence [is] formed with a 
word or two … ah … letters, for instance, and how to put them together and form words. 
And he starts with this system. The most important thing of all this is the training and 
exercise on writing, and that he writes.  
 
There are similar letters.2 I mean there are similar letters. Such as, we have th /θ/ and s … 
and we also have with them the saad [deep s] … we have the dhad3 and dal.4 
 
Dhad is not found in any other language, but the Arabic language is famous for having 
the letter dhad. And it’s called the language of dhad, originally. Also there are other 
similar letters, such as the difference between soft a and yaa. All these things … the 
matter is confusing for the child at the beginning of learning these letters. We start …. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
2 He means there is similarity in pronunciation that makes you make mistakes.   
3 “Dhad” is ض. It is a letter found only in the Arabic language and pronounced so close to heavy D letter.  
4 “Dal” is د. It is similar to D letter.  
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